Purchased in 2009, Colorado Industrial Packaging (CIP) is a packaging solutions company serving a broad range of industrial, distribution, and retail customers from locations in Colorado Springs and Denver. CIP’s extensive catalog of stock and custom solutions exceeds more than 40,000 individual items to provide a wide range of products and custom solutions to their customers.

In addition to the ability to manufacture custom boxes in-house on short turnaround, CIP also fabricates foam and Hexacomb products for cushioning and blocking applications. These services result in a growing list of 4000+ unique custom part numbers for which CIP relies upon ERP-ONE to easily generate new part numbers and assemblies. Having the ability to accurately draw inventory and automatically track costs are huge benefits of Distribution One.

“ERP-ONE tracks product costs and sales margins for us... that benefit alone has added 4% to our bottom line after the first year of implementation and has more than paid for the cost of ERP-ONE.”
— Vice President Colorado Industrial Packaging

Regarding other ERP-ONE functionality, the VP of CIP adds, “We use the Signature Capture Mobile App daily. Our drivers use iPads to confirm deliveries and gather customer signatures. When they arrive back at the warehouse, their deliveries are automatically uploaded and invoices are generated. We perform a quick check, and then send them out.” Whether in the office or in the field, Distribution One provides productivity enhancements at every stage of the distribution process.